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Abstract—Multi-branch is extensively studied for learning rich
feature representation for person re-identification (Re-ID). In
this paper, we propose a branch-cooperative architecture over
OSNet, termed BC-OSNet, for person Re-ID. By stacking four
cooperative branches, namely, a global branch, a local branch, a
relational branch and a contrastive branch, we obtain powerful
feature representation for person Re-ID. Extensive experiments
show that the proposed BC-OSNet achieves state-of-art perfor-
mance on the three popular datasets, including Market-1501,
DukeMTMC-reID and CUHK03. In particular, it achieves mAP
of 84.0% and rank-1 accuracy of 87.1% on the CUHK03 labeled.
Index Terms—Person re-identification, feature representation,
deep learning, multi-branch network architecture.
I. INTRODUCTION
The increasing demand makes deep learning methods ac-
count for a large proportion in the field of computer vision,
such as image classification, target detection, semantic seg-
mentation, person re-identification(Re-ID), etc. Often, there
are three typical functions for a person Re-ID system: person
detection, person tracking and person retrieval. In general,
the task of person Re-ID focuses on person retrieval, which
is to train a feature descriptor with person-discriminative
capabilities, from large-scale pedestrians captured by multiple
cameras. The main difficulty for person Re-ID comes from
the fact that pedestrian images captured by cameras with a
range of differences including perspectives, image resolutions,
changes in illumination, unconstrained posture, occlusion,
heterogeneous modes[1]. It still remains a big challenge for
further improving the retrieval accuracy.
The key step for person Re-ID system is to find a rich but
discriminative feature representation for pedestrian images. In
the past decade, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have
been widely used in Re-ID tasks[2] due to their attractive
advantages. Usually, CNNs can only use global features for
pedestrian images. However, the retrieval performance is very
limited because intra-class variations cannot be well repre-
sented by global features. In order to eliminate this limitation,
many methods have been proposed. Pose-based Re-ID [10]
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proposed to use the key points of pose to divide the body and
weight different blocks for enhancing the feature representa-
tion for recognition. Part-based Re-ID (PCB, MGN)[14][12]
were proposed for local feature representation (such as head,
body, etc.) without using pose estimation. In order to take into
account the connection between parts of images and contrast
of background and pedestrian, relation module and global
contrastive pooling(GCP)[19] were proposed. Considering the
lightweight of CNN architecture, OSNet[17] performs very
well and is capable of learning omni-scale feature representa-
tions.
In this paper, we propose a branch-cooperative OSNet for
person Re-ID. By combining various branch-oriented features,
including part-level and global-level features, relational and
contrastive features, BC-OSNet captures more feature details
for retrieval. In brief, the main contributions of this paper are
as follows: We summarise our contribution as follows:
1) Based on the baseline OSNet [16], we propose a branch-
cooperative network architecture for person Re-ID. The
proposed BC-OSNet has four branches, including a
global branch, a local branch with part-level features, the
relational branch and contrastive branch. We show that
these branches are cooperative for enriching the feature
representation.
2) Extensive experiments show that the proposed BC-
OSNet can achieve state-of-the-art results on the popular
Re-ID datasets, despite of its small size. In particular,
our results on CUHK03 labeled might be the best,
achieving mAP of 84.0% and rank-1 accuracy of 87.1%
on the CUHK03 labeled.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Part-Level Features
In general, global features are helpful for learning the
contour information, so that the images can be retrieved
from a broader perspective. Part-level features, however, may
contain more fine-grained information. In [3][4], the input
pedestrian image was divided into three overlapping parts,
and then the three part-level features can be well learned.
Later, different ways of body dividing appeared. Pose-driven
Deep Convolutional (PDC)[10] took into account the posture
of the body into the influence of appearance and employed the
pose estimation algorithm to predict the posture. Part-Aligned
Representations (PAR)[11] cut the human body into several
distinguishing regions and then connects feature vectors from
each region in obtaining the final feature vector representation.
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2Part-based Convolution Baseline (PCB)[14] learns the part-
level features by dividing the feature map equally, and Refined
Part Pooling (RPP) was proposed to improve the content
consistency of the divided area. For Multiple Granularities
Network (MGN)[12], it uniformly divides the image into
multiple stripes for obtaining a local feature representation
with multiple granularities.
B. Relational and Contrastive Features
The basic idea behind the relation network is to con-
sider all entity pairs and integrate all these relations[18].The
concatenation of both global-level and part-level features is
beneficial for rich personnel representation. To further improve
the feature richness, the relation between part-level and the
rest, and the contrastive information between background
and retrieved object are equally important. This will help to
build a link between various parts since they often do not
function independently. Global contrastive pooling(GCP)[19]
aggregates most discriminative information while One-vs.-rest
relation module[19] utilizes the relation between part-level
and the rest to make the network more distinguishable, while
retaining the compact feature representation for person Re-ID.
C. Other Related Works
With max-pooling as downsampling for CNNs, the rel-
ative position information for features is of more impor-
tance. In order to reduce the model size, global average
pooling was proposed to replace the fully-connected layer
with better overfitting performance. Recently, generalized-
mean (GeM)[20] pooling was proposed for narrowing the gap
between max-pooling and average-pooling. Due to the success
of the dropout[6], several variants, such as fast dropout[7]
and DropConnect[8] were proposed. A continuous dropout
algorithm[5] was proposed for achieving a good balance be-
tween the diversity and independence of subnetworks. In this
paper, we propose to employ batch dropblock[32] in our archi-
tecture. Unlike the general dropblock[9], Batch DropBlock[32]
is an attentive feature learning module for metric learning
tasks, which randomly drops the same region of all the feature
maps in a batch during training and reinforces the attentive
feature learning of the remaining parts.
III. BC-OSNET
The overall network architecture of BC-OSNet is shown
in Figure 1, where the input is of size H × W × C with
H,W,C(= 3) denoting height, width and the number of
channels, respectively. The shared-net of BC-OSNet takes the
first 5 layers of OSNet [17], including 3 convolutional layers
and 2 transition layers. Then, four cooperative branches are
employed for feature extraction, including local branch (v1),
global branch (v2), global contrastive pooling (GCP) branch
(v3) and one-vs-rest relation branch (v4) [19], respectively.
The use of four branches is to facilitate the learning of diverse
but discriminative features.
A. Cooperative Branches
1) Local Branch: The first branch (v1) is a local branch. In
this branch, the feature map is divided into 4 horizontal grids,
and part-level features of 1 × 1 × C can be finally obtained
by the use of average pooling(AP). It should be noted that 4
part-level features are concatenated into a column vector for
producing a single ID-prediction loss, while each part-level
feature is driven by a ID-prediction loss for PCB [14]. Let
f = [fT1 , f
T
2 , · · · , fT4 ]T (1)
denote the concatenated feature vector, where f1, f2, f3f4
denote 4 column vectors that divide the feature map horizon-
tally. Let the labeled set denote by {(xi, yi), i = 1, 2, · · · , Ns}.
Then, the ID-prediction loss can be written as
L = − 1
Ns
Ns∑
i=1
log
 exp
(
(Wyi)
T
f i + byi
)
∑
j exp
(
(Wj)
T
f j + bj
)
 (2)
where W yi and W j are the yi− th and j− th columns of the
weight matrix W . Compared with PCB, this can obtain more
effective and more differentiated information. Usually, GAP
is used for obtaining each part-level feature vector. Currently,
both GAP and GMP were employed in existing methods and
it is not well understood which pooling method is better. Here,
we employ GeM [20], which
GeM(fk = [f0, f1, · · · , fn]) = [ 1
n
n∑
i=1
(fi)
pk ]
1
pk (3)
where GeM operator fk is a single feature map, when pk →
∞, GeM is equal to max pooling, when pk = 1, GeM is
equal to average pooling, We initialized the GeM parameter
with pk = 1 in the local branch.
2) Global Branch: The second branch (v2) is the global
branch. The difference from the local branch is that GeM
pooling is performed directly after conv4 and conv5. Note
that we set pk = 6.5 for the initialization of GeM, and a
512-dimensional vector is obtained.
3) GCP Branch: The third branch (v3) is a global con-
trastive pooling (GCP) branch. GCP is based on GAP and
GMP to obtain local contrastive features. After obtaining the
feature map at the output of conv5, it is divided into 6
horizontal grids and 256-dimensional feature vector is ob-
tained by GCP. For better understanding the internal structure
of GCP, we denote by favg and fmax the feature maps
obtained with average pooling and max pooling, respectively.
Note here that average pooling is operated on each part-
level feature(favg =
∑n
i=1AP (fi)) while max pooling is
performed over the feature map at the output of conv5. The
contrastive feature fcont is obtained by subtracting fmax from
favg(fcont = 1n−1 (favg − fmax)), which denotes the discrep-
ancy information between them. To reduce dimensionality,
the bottleneck layer is employed to process fcont and fmax
of the channel dimension C, and the corresponding reduced-
dimensional features are denoted by f ′cont and f
′
max of the
channel dimension of c. Then, the global contrastive feature
q0 can be written as
q0 = f
′
max + B(C(f ′max, f ′cont)) (4)
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where C means the concatenation of f ′cont and f ′max to form a
column vector with the channel dimension of 2c, B represents
the operation of bottleneck layer, with which the channel
dimension is reduced to c (2c→ c).
4) One-vs.-rest Relation Branch: The fourth branch (v4) is
the one-vs-rest relation branch. In general, the part-level fea-
tures often contain information about individual parts, which,
however, does not reflect the relationship between them. The
one-vs-rest relation branch makes it possible to associate each
part-level with the corresponding rest parts. Similar to GCP,
we first get 6 horizontal-grid features as (f1, · · · , f6) and a
1536-dimensional vector through one-vs-rest relation module
is computed as follows. Firstly, AP is employed to get
ri =
1
5
∑
j 6=i
fj . (5)
Then, both fi and ri are processed by the bottleneck layer for
reducing the number of channels from C to c, producing f ′i
and r′i. With relation network, a local relational feature qi can
be computed as
qi = f
′
i + B(C(f ′i , r′i)), i = 1, · · · , 6 (6)
where qi is a 256-dimensional vector.
B. Loss Functions
To train our model, the final total loss is the sum of the loss
functions of each branch, including a single ID loss(softmax
loss), a soft margin triplet loss[21] and a center loss[22].
Lsum = λ1Lid + λ2Ltriplet + λ3Lcenter (7)
where λ1, λ2, λ3 are weighting factors. The single ID loss is
shown in equation2. Randomly extract each small batch of P
identities and K instances, soft margin triplet loss is defined
as:
Ltriplet =
P∑
i=1
K∑
a=1
[α+
hardest positive︷ ︸︸ ︷
max
p=1...K
∥∥∥x(i)a − x(i)p ∥∥∥
2
− min
n=1...K
j=1...P,j 6=i
∥∥∥x(i)a − x(i)n ∥∥∥
2︸ ︷︷ ︸
hardest negative
]+ (8)
where x(i)a , x
(i)
p , x
(i)
n are features extracted from anchor, pos-
itive sample and negative sample, respectively, and α is the
edge hyperparameter. In order to improve the discriminative
capability of features, the center loss is used as
LC = 1
2
m∑
i=1
‖xi − cyi‖22 (9)
where cyi ∈ Rd is the class center of the depth feature of
class yi.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
Extensive experiments were conducted on three person
Re-ID dataset, including Market1501, DukeMTMC-reID and
CUHK03.
A. Datasets
The Market1501 dataset is composed of 32668 pedestrian
images taken by 6 cameras, a total of 1501 categories. The
subset of train contains 12936 images of 751 identities, the
subset of query contains 3368 images of 750 identities and
the subset of gallery contains 15013 images of 751 identities.
The DukeMTMC-reID dataset was captured by 8 cameras,
including 16522 training images of 702 identities, 2228 query
images of 702 identities and 17661 gallery images of 1110
identities.
The CUHK03 dataset is divided into CUHK03 labeled and
CUHK03 detected according to different annotation methods,
5Global Features CUHK03-Labeled CUHK03-Detected Market1501 DukeMTMCmAP rank-1 mAP rank-1 mAP rank-1 mAP rank-1
HA-CNN[29] 41.0 44.4 38.6 41.7 75.7 95.6 63.8 80.5
PCB[14] - - 54.2 61.3 77.3 92.4 65.3 81.9
AlignedReID[30] - - 59.6 61.5 79.1 91.8 69.7 82.1
PCB+RPP[14] - - 57.5 63.7 81.0 93.1 68.5 82.9
HPM[15] - - 57.5 63.9 82.7 94.2 74.3 86.6
BagOfTricks[13] - - - - 85.9 94.5 76.4 86.4
OSNet[17] - - 67.8 72.3 84.9 94.8 73.5 88.6
MGN[12] 67.4 68.0 66.0 66.8 86.9 95.7 78.4 88.7
ABD[31] - - - - 88.28 95.6 78.59 89.0
GCP[19] 75.6 77.9 69.6 74.4 88.9 95.2 78.6 89.7
BDB[32] 76.7 79.4 73.5 76.4 86.7 95.3 76.0 89.0
SONA[33] 79.23 81.85 76.35 79.10 88.67 95.68 78.05 89.25
Ours 84.0 87.1 80.5 84.3 89.5 95.6 81.2 91.4
TABLE I: Comparison with the state-of-the-art methods for Market1501, DukeMTMC-reID and CUHK03 dataset in person
reID
Global Features CUHK03-Labeled CUHK03-Detected Market1501 DukeMTMCmAP rank-1 mAP rank-1 mAP rank-1 mAP rank-1
local-global 79.7 83.4 75.4 78.2 88.2 95.5 81.2 91.1
local-global-OvR 83.0 85.7 79.2 82.1 88.8 95.1 81.3 90.8
local-global-gcp 81.2 83.9 78.2 81.9 89.5 95.5 80.7 90.3
local-global-gcp-OvR 84.0 87.1 80.5 84.3 89.5 95.6 81.2 91.4
TABLE II: The effects of various combinations of branches
Global Features CUHK03-Labeled CUHK03-Detected Market1501 DukeMTMCmAP rank-1 mAP rank-1 mAP rank-1 mAP rank-1
w/o-GeM 83.3 86.5 80.1 83.6 89.8 95.7 81.3 91.2
w-GeM 84.0 87.1 80.5 84.3 89.5 95.6 81.2 91.4
TABLE III: The impact of GeM on final performance, ’w/o-GeM’ means without GeM, ’w-GeM’ means with GeM
Global Features CUHK03-Labeled CUHK03-Detected Market1501 DukeMTMCmAP rank-1 mAP rank-1 mAP rank-1 mAP rank-1
f6+f4+f2 82.6 84.8 79.0 82.7 89.5 95.7 81.8 91.7
f6 84.0 87.1 80.5 84.3 89.5 95.6 81.2 91.4
TABLE IV: Comparison between qh6 and C(qh6,qh4,qh2)
of which there are 14096 images and 14097 images, respec-
tively, which were captured by two cameras. For training
subset, 7368 images for CUHK03 label and 7365 images for
CUHK03 detected. 1400 images for both in query subset. For
gallery subset, 5328 images for CUHK03 label and 5332
images for CUHK03 detected.
B. Implementation Details
The input image is of size 256 × 128 for both training
and testing. The data augmentation methods include random
flipping and random erasing[24]. The optimizer is Adam[25]
with momentum of 0.9 and weight decay of 5e-04. During
training, the batch size is set to 64 and the number of epoches
is 160. Each batch contains 16 identities and each identity
has 4 images. The warm up stragey is used during training,
where the initial learning rate is 3.5e-4, after the 60th epoch,
the learning rate is changed to 3.5e-05, and after the 130th
epoch, the learning rate is changed to 3e-06. All networks are
trained end-to-end using PyTorch. Training our model takes
about sixteen, eighteen and eight hours with a singal NVIDIA
Tesla P100 GPU for the Market1501, DukeMTMC-reID, and
CUHK03 datasets, respectively.
C. Comparison with State-of-the-art
The comparison between BC-OSNet and state-of-the-art
methods is shown in TableI for the all three datasets.
Note that none of the results below use re-ranking[28]
or multi-query fusion techniques. All recent methods
for comparison include HA-CNN[29], AlignedReID[30],
PCB[14], HPM[15], MGN[12], GCP[19], ABD[31], BDB[32],
SONA[33], OSNet[17], et al. Clearly, BC-OSNet performs
very competitively.
D. Ablation Studies
We conducted a large number of comparative experiments
on Market-1501, DukeMTMC-reID and CUHK03 datasets to
study the effectiveness of each branch, module and hyperpa-
rameters.
6Global Features CUHK03-Labeled CUHK03-Detected Market1501 DukeMTMCmAP rank-1 mAP rank-1 mAP rank-1 mAP rank-1
BC-OSNet 84.0 87.1 80.5 84.3 89.5 95.6 81.2 91.4
+GCDropout+BDB 84.2 87.3 81.6 85.3 89.2 95.3 80.7 91.0
TABLE V: The impact of GCDropout and BDB on final performance
1) Benefit of GCP and one-vs-rest relation Branches:
The proposed BC-OSNet comprehensively takes these four
components into consideration. As shown in Table 2, com-
petitive results are obtained on the three data sets, especially
on the CUHK03 dataset. It can be seen that the four branches
complement each other and can extract various features and
manifest them in the experiment.
2) Benefit of GeM: GeM can be considered as a generalized
version of GAP and GMP. TableIII shows that mAP and
rank-1 have slightly increased on both CUHK03 label and
CUHK03 detect. This means that it could learn a better
version between GAP and GMP with the learnable parameter
pk inherent in GeM.
3) qh6vs.C(qh6,qh4,qh2): Let qh6 , C(f0, · · · , f6). We
consider to use qh2 and qh4 that splits the initial feature
map into two and four horizontal regions, respectively. Ac-
cordingly, the concatenation of qh2, qh4 and qh6, namely,
C(qh2,qh4,qh6) is employed for final feature representation.
Note that qh2, qh4 and qh6 contain different local relational
features, and thus have different global contrastive features.
In[19], it was shown that the use of C(qh6,qh4,qh2) could
be better than the use of qh6. We, however, report the totally-
different results as shown in TableIV. This may be the use of
different backbone networks.
4) Benefit of GCDropout and BDB: Ordinary dropout
can effectively prevent overfitting. The dropout variables of
Gaussian Continuous Dropout(GCDropout) are subject to a
continuous distribution rather than the discrete distribution,
moreover, the units in the network obey Gaussian distribution.
GCDropout can effectively prevent the co-adaptation of feature
detectors in deep neural networks and achieve a good balance
between the diversity and independence of subnetworks. Batch
DropBlock(BDB) force the network to learn some detailed
features in the remaining area, which can complement the local
branch. It can be seen from TableV that the performance has
been better improved after using those methods.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a branch-cooperative network
for person Re-identification. Based on the OSNet baseline,
we propose to a 4-branch architecture, with global, local,
connection and contrast features, for obtaining more diverse
and resolution features. In addition, various tricks have been
incorporated into BC-OSNet, including GeM, Gaussian Con-
tinuous Dropout, et al. The ablation analysis clearly demon-
strates the cooperation of four branches for boosting the final
performance.
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